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The Group

The Nuti Ivo Group
The Nuti Ivo Group is made up of the Nuti Ivo, Deluxe, Everest, Papete and Lloyd
tanneries. In addition to the Italian tanneries, the Group also has operating units
in Morocco and Paraguay.
Since the early 1980s our companies have mainly targeted international luxury
sector companies in the leather goods, belts, footwear, clothing, saddlery and
interiors industries. Production involves the following skins: baby calfskin,
calfskin, bullhide, culatta, shoulder, butt, steers, heifers, cows, belly, goat,
lambskin, hairsheep and split.
The group companies can offer vegetable, chrome and metal-free tannage. In
addition, the Nuti Ivo Group produces in-house the leading chemical products
used in ALL the proprietary tanneries and has an internal laboratory recognised at
European level.
The Group turnover in Italy is over EUR 100 million, with exports counting for
more than 80% of production.

In brief

Group structure
The Nuti Group tanneries are headed by the Nuti family.
The Group is made up of 5 companies based in Italy and a number of
international partnerships.

In brief

The Tanneries

Conceria Nuti Ivo S.p.A. was founded in 1955 by Ivo Nuti in Santa Croce Sull’Arno,
an area for centuries renowned for its tanning expertise. It is the leading
company in the Nuti Group, from which all the other group tanneries were
established over the years.
Production focuses on skins with a high technological content for fine leather
goods and footwear, in particular using calfskins and steers that have been
carefully selected and source-checked by our experts. CONCERIA NUTI IVO
customers include some of the leading brands in the global luxury industry, such
as: Hermes, Louis Vuitton, Chanel, Gucci, Coach, Cartier, Longchamp and many
more.

Conceria Everest S.r.l. was founded in 1990, initially as a separate plant from
Conceria Nuti Ivo for the production of split and suede. Later, an independent
entity is established and the products are integrated with calf and baby calf,
largely targeting the Italian footwear market. It produces exclusive printed skins
(mainly reptile and alligator), hand-finished only.
“Strong technical expertise in
leather for footwear,
leather goods and clothing,
continuous research and
development into high fashioncontent products, positioning
our products among
the best on the international
market”.

Conceria Lloyd produces cattle hides (leather) for saddlery and leather goods,
dyed and stuffed by hand using natural oils and waxes, technical leather that is
strongly wear and pull resistant, vegetable-tanned leather and leather finished
with old, traditional processing techniques.

Conceria PAPETE SRL is a young, dynamic company on the market since 2012.
This same year saw its production start-up of vegetable-tanned cattle hides such
as calfskin, side calfskin and offal. The leather is provided in thicknesses of 1.0
mm to 2.5 mm, designed for the production of leather goods and footwear.

“The production process is
based on the use of traditional
tanning techniques,
applying products of natural
origin extracted from tree bark
or fruit (tannin extracts)”

Conceria Deluxe S.r.l. opened in 2013 and was the most recent entry to the Nuti
Ivo Group. Deluxe is the ideal partner for meeting needs for sheep and goat skins
for footwear, leather goods and clothing, since it offers a highly competitive
product, combining semi-finished production from the raw materials countries of
origin with the technology and taste of a traditional Italian tannery. Deluxe uses
innovative technologies such as digital printing, assembly with various kinds of
fabric and many others. For several years, Deluxe has also specialized in the
production of Metal-free linings.

Products

Products
The Nuti Ivo Group produces cattle hides and sheep and goat skins for leather
goods, belts, footwear, clothing, saddlery and furnishings. As a result of its strong
versatility, the Group can produce chrome (Nuti Blue Leather), vegetable (Nuti
Veg Leather) and metal-free (Nuti White Leather) tanned skins to meet the most
diverse demands of customers.
In detail, we tan baby calfskin, calfskin, bullhide, culatta, shoulder, butt steers,
heifers, cows, belly, goat, lambskin, hairsheep and split. All our products are 100%
compliant with RSL (restricted substance list) regulations, from the most
inexpensive lining to the most costly product.
We also guarantee accurate, strict and direct control over the chemical products
used in all the process steps, based on European and global REACH regulations. In
addition, we have an internal laboratory recognized at international level.
Our constant research and development of new products means that customers
always have a range of items ready to satisfy the latest fashion trends. We are
also happy to assist every single customer in the research and development for
customized work, adopting the highest level of confidentiality.

Chrome tanning
Produced by the tanneries:
Nuti Ivo | Everest | Deluxe
This type of tanning is the most widespread in the world and is used for most
leather products on the market.
The first chrome tanning originated recently, at the beginning of the 20th century,
quickly becoming the most widely used process.
The main advantage of using chrome-tanned material is that they can be applied
for different types of products: it is simple to dye, water-resistant, elastic and can
easily be used to make items of clothing.
The tanning process takes from 3 to a maximum of 24 hours, which is less time
compared to the vegetable tanning technique.
At the end of the tanning stages, the leather becomes a greenish blue color,
which can vary in shade. The term used is wet-blue owing to this particular color.

IDEAL FOR…
This process is particularly suited to end
products such as: clothing, footwear, all
types of leather goods, bags and
furnishing.

Vegetable tannage
Produced by the tanneries:
Papete | Lloyd
This type of tannage is without doubt one of the oldest: used since the Egyptian
and Roman eras as the main footwear production technique and, still today, is
one of the preferred techniques by those seeking environment-friendly,
hypoallergenic products.
Using quick tannage in drums, the leather becomes soft and is especially sought
after in the clothing industry. The end products acquire a 100% natural cut and a
vintage effect that offers the entire product a strong sense of traditional
workmanship.
IDEAL FOR…
This processing is particularly recommended for
end products such as saddlery, bridlery, belts,
bags and leather goods. Not to be forgotten,
due to its hypoallergenic properties, is its
immense use in the manufacture of linings, i.e.
product parts that come into contact with the
skin (for example, shoe insoles or watch straps).

Metal Free
Produced by the tanneries:
Nuti Ivo | Everest | Deluxe | Papete | Lloyd
The Nuti White Leather (metal free) technique is extremely innovative and the
Nuti Ivo group is one of the first groups in the world to offer it on the market. The
final product is a type of leather similar in all aspects to the leather obtained with
chrome tanning. However, it provides increased strength and resistance to pull
and tear (we have performed lab tests acknowledged at international level).
Thanks to the total lack of heavy metals used during the procedure, the
environmental impact is reduced, resulting in a non-allergenic and natural
product just like those created using vegetable tanning.
The leathers made using this innovative tanning procedure will be available soon,
in line with our increasingly ecological, environmentally-friendly products.
IDEAL FOR…
This process is particularly suited to end
products such as: clothing, footwear, all
types of leather goods, bags and
furnishings. What is more, thanks to its
non-allergenic properties, it is suitable for
making children’s products.

Chemical Production

Novakem, a brand new heritage company, recently born to serve the
leather industry on chemicals. Novakem starts operation on July 2014
from a very close collaboration between chemical engineers and a
group of historic tanners in Italy. It combines the specific technical
knowledge of chemical engineers and over-50-years experience of
Italian fine leather makers. Such experience waves from chrome to
veg and chrome free tannage, from top quality leather goods to shoe
and garment application, from calf skin to cowhide from sheepskins
to baby calf. Novakem is founded with the specific task of making the
best restricted number of quality chemical in the market, obtained by
using the very best raw materials and maniacal consistent process of
production. Novakem mission is to provide limited categories of
chemical products with the best quality, sharing the long tannery
experience of real production of high class leather. Novakem vision is
to offer a restricted number of specific chemicals developed on the
base of experience to a selected group of tanneries around the
world. Novakem ambitions is to become leading reference for certain
product category.

International partnerships

The Nuti Ivo Group uses international partnerships which, over the years,
have allowed the group to expand its production capacity without
detriment to the skin processing quality recognized worldwide and gained
through the leading international luxury brands (leather goods, footwear,
furnishings, etc.)
To guarantee this quality, the Nuti Ivo Group constantly monitors its
partners’ production through onsite supervision by our experts..

PARPELLI, Asunción, Paraguay
PARPELLI is the result of a partnership with the country’s largest producer of raw
materials, which with the internationally-renowned know-how of the Nuti Ivo Group
tanneries has made high-level production possible. The product mainly targets the
footwear market, particularly sports footwear, and production capacities can satisfy
the demand of even the largest international brands. The company also continues its
application of the international raw materials procurement strategy.

TUNENIC Hong Kong, China
This has been a close partnership since 1995. It began as an agent to the group in
Hong Kong and China. Today, though it retains its original function, as many market
demands and even the type of customer have changed, it provides after-sales support
services to the region. The customer service role is of crucial importance to customers
in this particular area. In this case, too, 2017 will see the further consolidation of the
relationship with a view to mutual business development.

SHIHARA, Marrakech, Morocco
SHIHARA produces quality cattle skins, mainly for footwear which are then finished at
the Italian tanneries of the Nuti Ivo Group, for which Shihara is one of the main
suppliers. In order to stabilize the relationship, the negotiations to acquire a part of it
began in 2015 that materialized in 2016. Production is fully supervised by our in-house
experts. SHIHARA now accounts for 35-40% of all cattle material available in the
country.
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Contacts

For information about the
Nuti Ivo Group and its
products, or for technical
and sales support, our
operators are available
from 09:00 to 19:00
Monday to Friday, and
from 09:00 to 13:00 on
Saturdays,
at +39 0571 31393.

Via San Tommaso 150
56029 Santa Croce sull’Arno (PI)
+39 0571 31393
+39 0571 33756
info@nutiivo.it

www.nutiivo.it

